
Kondor Blue Fujifilm X-H2S Cage with Top Handle
ProdCode: KONFXH2SBK
Fujifilm X-H2S Cage with Top Handle - Raven Black
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Features

Fujifilm X-H2S Rig
Hatch System quick load cage
NATOS on all sides
60-tooth ARRI style rosette for side grips
25+ Mounting holes
KONDOR BLUE signature Mid-Rail, bubble level, and sensor plane marker
Integrated HDMI clamp
Removable USB C clamp
Angled cold shoe
Weight: 250g/8.8 oz
Dimensions: 157.5mm W x 110mm T x 62.5mm D
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Speed, strength, and sleekness. When creating the cage for the Fujifilm X-H2S it
needed to anchor the design on those three pillars. The cage leverages KONDOR
BLUE’s brand-new Hatch System which is a completely unique way to mount your
camera cage with as few bolts as possible while remaining rock solid. The KONDOR
BLUE Mid-Rail and eyelet inserts provide unparalleled structure and rigidity to the
camera and now only require 4 bolts to fully assemble/remove the cage.

The Fujifilm X-H2S cage comes fully prepped to install out of the box. Users mount
the cage by swinging the pivoting Bottom Plate 180°, then setting the cage on top of
the camera while sliding in the eyelet connectors, and swinging the Bottom Plate back
into place. This has allowed us to design the cage to be even more form fitting and
dramatically speeds up installation and cage removal times. Best of all, all bolts
necessary to remove the cage are clearly marked with arrow engravings.

Beyond the new assembly style, the Fujifilm X-H2S cage includes all of the pro
features you’ve come to expect from KONDOR BLUE. Including the NATO rail on the
Side and Top Plates, stainless steel ARRI style rosette, ARRI style anti-twist mounts
(¼ 20 and ? 16), USB C clamp, built-in tools for assembly, angled cold shoe, and our
signature bubble level.

This Fujifilm X-H2S cage and base rig are ready to rock and roll for productions of any
size. Each piece is precision machined from durable 6061 aluminium and anodized in
Space Gray or Raven Black. Be sure to check out all of the essential accessories to
take the Fujifilm X-H2S cage to the next level.
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